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Item 1: Current  arket Conditions
What is the Council's view of the current condition of, and the outlook for, loan markets
and financial markets generally? Has the Council observed any notable developments since 
its last meeting for loans in such categories as (a) small and medium-size enterprises,
(b) commercial real estate, (c) construction, (d) corporations, (e) agriculture, (f) consumers, 
and (g) homes? Do Council members see economic developments in their regions that may 
not be apparent from the reported data or that may be early indications of trends that may 
not yet have become apparent in aggregated data?

General Outlook
• Economic  rowth in most  eo raphic re ions remains solid. Job  rowth continues in all re ions and, 

due to the ti ht labor market, wa es are increasin . Job vacancies are historically difficult to fill. 
Consumer confidence also remains hi h in all re ions, and actions by consumers and businesses 
indicate that they are still quite optimistic.

• Overall, loan market conditions remain fairly stron . Volume remains stable, while rate competition 
is intense. Terms and conditions are also quite competitive and declinin  somewhat in quality. There 
has been a modest widenin  of mort a e-backed securities (MBS) spreads, reflectin  an increased
level of volatility.

• Levera e loans have experienced stron  volume. Standards are erodin  somewhat, and secondary 
market executions have been affected by recent market volatility.

• Real estate loan  rowth conditions remain fairly stron  overall. However, refinancin  for sin le 
family residences (SFR) has slowed considerably, and purchase finance is now slowin . Credit 
quality remains  ood, with a  re ate delinquency rates still very low.

• The Council's outlook for the loan market in the fourth quarter and early 2019 is for continued 
moderately stron  demand, rate competition, and further competition on loan terms/conditions.

• Financial markets overall are stron  and functionin  well. Council members currently foresee no 
reason for this to chan e.

Has the Council observed any notable developments since its last meeting for loans in such
categories as (a) small and medium-size enterprises, (b) commercial real estate, (c) construction,
(d) corporations, (e) agriculture, (f) consumers, and (g) homes?
The Council has observed only modest developments since the last meetin . Overall, credit quality
remains steady, losses remain at historically low rates, and loan demand is moderately stron . Loan
pricin  and underwritin  standards are very competitive.

(a) Small and medium-size enterprises

• Small and medium-size business activity compared to the prior quarter and this time last year is 
positive. Businesses continue to actively borrow, express optimism, and indicate plans for further 
investment. Owners cite the stron  economy and sales as drivers of their expansion decisions,
while reportin  record hi h levels of job openin s for which they are findin  fewer qualified 
applicants.

(b) Commercial real estate
• Loan  rowth for commercial real estate remains positive. The delinquency rate of commercial 

real estate loans overall remains very low.
• Loan demand for multifamily real estate is still  ood, while experiencin  intense term and pricin  

competition. Capitalization rates on quality multifamily properties remain in the 3-4% ran e, and



thus ne ative levera e is be innin  to appear, as loan rates reach hi her levels than cap rates. 
Overall, apartment vacancies are holdin  steady. In many areas, rents have stopped escalatin .

• Other commercial real estate lendin  is robust, with the same ti ht cap-rate characteristics as 
multifamily. Retail is the exception and continues to  o throu h a time of uncertainty and 
reduced demand.

• Several  eo raphic areas have seen sli htly risin  office and retail vacancies but fallin  industrial 
vacancies.

(c) Construction
• Construction loan demand is steady, and there is si nificant individual-unit construction activity. 

The markets for second and vacation homes are still moderately stron . Both residential and 
nonresidential construction continue to face labor shorta es and hi her material costs.

(d) Corporations
• Overall, the utilization levels for corporate lines of credit are consistent. To some extent, this 

contained utilization level reflects stron  corporate earnin s, supportin  their cash-level needs.
• Fund capital raisin  has been stron  amon  new and existin  alternative platforms. The corporate 

lendin  market remains healthy. Short-term line utilization by investment funds (venture capital 
and private equity) remains stron , reflectin  very active investin  levels.

• Capital investments, steady refinancin , and mer er and acquisition activity have added to 
corporate loan  rowth, but the  rowth has come with increased lender competition. The 
levera ed loan market is intensely competitive.

(e) Agriculture
• A riculture is feelin  the impact of tariffs. New a riculture loan volume has declined 

si nificantly since 2014-15 but is currently steady. Noncurrent loans have increased sli htly but 
are still very low.

(f) Consumers
• Consumer loan indicators — includin  personal income, spendin , retail sales, and credit 

quality — continue to reflect solid economic  rowth, and loan demand is steady.
• Card-related credit quality remains remarkably solid, despite hi her interest rates. Delinquency 

rates are stable at 2.5%, far below prior-cycle lows, and late payments are lower than in prior 
periods.

• Automobile lendin  is stron , as is demand in the secondary market for automobile loans.

(g) Homes
• The sin le-family home loan market has recently experienced a si nificant slowdown of 

refinance volumes that is primarily rate driven.
• Overall, mort a e demand has slowed - 30-year fixed rates around 5% are havin  an impact. 

Existin  home sales fell to a 30+ month low, while new home sales fell to a 20+ month low in 
September.

Do Council members see economic developments in their regions that may not be apparent from
the reported data or that may be early indications of trends that may not yet have become apparent 
in aggregated data?
Of interest, the nonprofit se ment of the economy (about 6% of GDP) is experiencin  a  enerally stron  
year, in terms of both fundraisin  activities and new projects.

Importantly, the sin le-family home sale markets are clearly slowin . Increased rates, price run-ups, and 
new tax laws have all brou ht down home-purchase demand. Home prices are softenin , and sale times 
are len thenin . Pricin  of upper-end sin le-family residences (SFRs) is slippin  in many urban markets. 
Pricin  of entry-level and mid-ran e SFRs is steady but with measurably less demand. Sin le-family



home sale markets are, quite recently, experiencin  price pressure, renderin  what could be a turnin 
point. Conditions have shifted somewhat quickly from a seller's market to either a neutral or buyer's
market in almost all urban and many suburban areas.
The Council expresses the opinion that productivity improvements, resultin  in part from recent stren th 
in capital expenditures, are possibly not fully reflected in the productivity  ains as reported. The Council 
also notes that a meanin ful number of recent hires have been drawn from the previously unemployed
pool. This reflects the overall employment stren th with contained wa e inflation.

Item 2: Focus on Commercial Real Estate
Commercial real estate (CRE) is one area where there has been increasing concern about
over-expansion. What is the Council's detailed view of this market segment? What is the 
status of commercial real estate activity in major local markets? How heavily invested are 
financial institutions and markets in commercial real estate loans and projects? Are there 
reasons to be concerned about particular financial sectors because of extensions of credit in 
this area?

What is th  Council's d tail d vi w of this mark t s gm nt?
Overall CRE  arket

Overall market conditions are stron , with trends remainin  broadly positive. Key fundamentals, 
includin  rent  rowth, occupancy, and absorption remain sound. Particularly stron  is the industrial 
se ment nationally, and althou h absorption is down from a record 61.5 million square feet recorded in 
the third quarter of 2017 versus 49 million square feet this past quarter, the overall stren th and 
consistency of the market su  est that the industrial asset class can justify the consistently lar e 
construction totals seen over the past several quarters. Rents continue to rise, and vacancy is tickin  
down. This  rowth continues to be driven by lo istics and  rowth in on-line businesses.

Conditions in the U.S. office market held steady durin  Q3'18. Absorption was positive at 13.4 million
square feet and increased compared with the national performance one year a o. Rents ed ed up from
Q3'17, and vacancy ed ed down 30 basis points - even with the delivery of 7.1 million square feet of 
new product. The construction pipeline remains robust in Q3'18 and now totals 77.6 million square feet. 
Another encoura in  si n was that absorption outpaced deliveries durin  the third quarter. The 
previously mentioned 13.4 million square feet in absorption easily outpaced the 7.1 million square feet 
delivered durin  the quarter. Overall, U.S. office construction remains under control, at 1.6% of standin  
inventory.

Multifamily fundamentals remain stron , with the exception of some rent softenin  at the hi h end in 
urban-core locations. That market is becomin  more saturated as recent development activity has focused 
on luxury urban-core product. There has been a recent shift in development activity from the urban core 
to secondary and suburban markets in an effort to create more workforce-housin  supply. Retail 
development (except when anchored by a  rocery store) continues to be out of favor with investors and 
lenders.

Notwithstandin  the current broadly positive picture, it is notable that the  rowth rates in rent and net 
operatin  income (NOI) are slowin , as shown in Exhibit 1. The slowdown is due to both supply — an 
extended period of  rowth of all classes of CRE — and demand — hi her interest rates and late-cycle 
demand dynamics. Council members expect the sector to be relatively stable, as lon  as economic  rowth 
remains moderate, rate increases are measured, and the capital markets remain open. However, a 
recession would result in si nificant risks in the sector and potentially meanin ful losses.



Exhibit 1: Decelerating CRE Fundamentals

Source: Real Capital Analytics, NAREIT, REIS, NCREIF, and KBW Research.

Hypothetically, KBW estimates a 25-50 basis point increase in cap rates with 2-3% NOI  rowth would 
imply CRE prices flat to down 2-6%. We estimate a more severe 100 bp increase scenario would imply 
CRE prices down approximately 10-15% althou h NOI  rowth could potentially accelerate if hi her rates 
implied stron  economic  rowth or  reater inflation.

What is th  status of comm rcial r al  stat  activity in major local mark ts?
In  eneral, the Council would not call out any specific markets, as most markets are broadly stable across 
asset classes. The one exception would be hi h-end urban-core multifamily assets in some of the bi  er 
cities like New York,  iven recent increases in supply and the impact of tax reform on carryin  costs.

How h avily inv st d ar  financial institutions and mark ts in comm rcial r al  stat  loans and 
proj cts?

The U.S. CRE market is valued at approximately $10 trillion, with $4 trillion of commercial mort a e 
debt outstandin . Banks are the lar est holders of CRE mort a e debt, as shown in Exhibit 2, at 58% of 
outstandin s. There is an active securitization market for CRE debt, includin  GSE securitizations, which 
allows investors to hold CRE debt in the form of CMBS securities and in a REIT structure.

Exhibit 2: Commercial Mortgage Debt Outstanding by Holder (Excluding Multi family)

Source: Federal Reserve and KBW Research.



Lar e banks have the hi hest levels of CRE on their balance sheets, but small banks have the lar est
concentration. Council members believe that banks under $50 billion in assets and nonbanks focused on 
CRE have the hi hest concentration risk in the CRE asset class.

Council members report that banks have been disciplined in terms of loan  rowth over 2017-2018,
focusin  on hi h-quality projects, top customers/investors/operators, diversity across  eo raphy and asset 
classes, and  ood structures and loan-to-value ratios. However, nonbank lenders have been more 
a  ressive, takin  on riskier projects with less structural protection and more a  ressive pricin .

Ar  th r  r asons to b  conc rn d about particular financial s ctors b caus  of  xt nsions of cr dit in 
this ar a?

If market conditions weaken and CRE losses materialize, the lenders most exposed would be banks with 
hi h levels of CRE/capital. Losses on CMBS, life insurance, and REIT holdin s would be absorbed by 
underlyin  real money investors or policyholders. This exposure could create second-order impacts on 
banks, but the Council does not believe this would be overly si nificant.

Item 3: Real-Time Payments
What is the current and likely future landscape for real-time payments? What is the right
balance to strike between the Federal Reserve's role and The Clearing House's approach to 
real-time payments? Would new Federal Reserve services in this area be necessary or 
helpful?
Over the lon  run, the Council believes the market for faster payments appears promisin . Adoption of
real-time payment systems around the  lobe is  rowin  and has already contributed to an environment in 
which many consumers, corporations, merchants, and financial institutions expect to be able to pay 
friends and vendors, settle bills, and transfer money instantaneously. The Council reco nizes that 
consumers and businesses increasin ly expect to complete transactions with a simple keystroke, swipe, or 
tap. To meet the expectation of a 24/7 di ital economy, the Council is aware of the  rowin  demand for 
broadly accessible faster payments that make funds available immediately. Faster payments services are 
expected to adapt and innovate to meet market demand and will ultimately replace slower, less secure, 
and/or binary funds-only transfer options.

Adoption of faster payments has be un throu h a private-sector, bank-centric solution offered by The
Clearin  House (TCH). This solution went live earlier in 2018, with an expectation of reachin  full
ubiquity by 2020. Council members unanimously welcome and a ree with the Federal Reserve's interest 
in makin  real-time payments ubiquitous in the United States and believe the Federal Reserve has been a 
positive catalyst in movin  the industry towards real-time payments throu h its sponsorship of the Faster 
Payments Task Force in 2015. There is also  eneral acknowled ment that any effective offerin  for real
time payments (RTP) must be paired with stron  fraud countermeasures, have clear  overnin  rules
around customer and bank liability, and facilitate stron  interbank communication to help identify and
isolate fraud and prevent lar e-scale losses.

In October 2018, the Federal Reserve invited comment on two potential actions: first, the Federal
Reserve's development of a service for real-time interbank settlement of faster payments 24x7x365;
second, the creation of a liquidity mana ement tool that would enable transfers between Federal Reserve 
accounts on a 24x7x365 basis to support services for real-time  ross settlement (RTGS) of faster 
payments, re ardless of whether those services are provided by the private sector or the Federal Reserve 
Banks. To date, the question about the Federal Reserve's offerin  of an RTGS system has  enerated 
varyin  opinions from Council members.

• Larger banks: Council members who are already part of TCH's membership body and have plans
to connect to TCH's real-time payments service expressed concerns about the introduction of a 
Federal Reserve-run RTGS system for faster payments. Council members who represent lar er



banks hi hli hted that TCH's private-sector solution is intended to serve all banks, and pricin  for 
TCH's RTP rails is nondiscriminatory, meanin  every bank (re ardless of size) pays the same per- 
transaction fee; there are no volume discounts, no volume commitments, and no monthly minimums. 
Furthermore, there is no incentive to raise pricin , and TCH will commit to maintainin  ownership 
of the system as a utility. This cohort also noted that a Federal Reserve system could put at risk the 
Faster Payments Task Force's  oal of implementin  a faster, ubiquitous, safe, and efficient real-time 
payment system by 2020. Concerns shared by this  roup include potential fra mentation of the 
market, potential duplication of costs driven by interoperability challen es between two real-time 
clearin  and settlement networks, and potential slowdown or adoption delay in the market with the 
introduction of multiple system operators. Council members in this  roup believe that the TCH 
system will be better able to innovate as the sole utility for real-time payments, without bein  bound 
by interoperability constraints. These Council members also believe that a si nificant investment in 
resiliency and redundancy by TCH will obviate the need for an alternative system run by the Federal 
Reserve.

• Smaller/community banks: Council members that represent smaller/community banks believe the 
Federal Reserve should consider development of its own platform that is easily accessed; inte rates 
with other payment platforms like Zelle, TCH, and the card networks; provides simple centralized 
settlement; applies a consistent re ulatory perspective or rules; and helps to ensure a level playin  
field for banks and nonbanks. They shared the viewpoint that a Federal Reserve service could also 
benefit consumers and businesses by potentially lowerin  costs, increasin  choice, and improvin  
quality. Without a Federal Reserve option, these banks believe a sin le real-time solution owned by 
a subset of banks with no viable alternative could result in different pricin  and rules for owner and 
non-owner banks, creatin  disadvanta es for non-owners, and could also pose risks to the 
marketplace over time. Interestin ly, as the Council members discussed this view at our pre
meetin , the smaller/community bank  roup became more comfortable with the notion of relyin  on 
a TCH-run RTP system, provided certain safe uards were in place. It was clear to all Council 
members that an enhanced education and communication effort is needed.

It is worth considerin  several practical considerations. TCH went live with its RTP rails earlier this year, 
and banks that represent 25% of the deposit base eli ible for RTP are si ned up. By January 2019, 50% 
of the eli ible deposit base will be si ned on, and expectations are for ~3,000 banks, or 65% of the 
eli ible deposit base, to be live by end of 2019. Various banks are startin  to invest in value-added 
products and services that can be offered by levera in  these rails, with product launches expected in 
early 2019. These banks see potential for the most activity, at least initially, in the bill-pay and business- 
to-business payments areas. As hi hli hted earlier, pricin  for TCH's RTP rails is nondiscriminatory; 
these fees can come down over time as volumes build up and costs per transaction are lowered. Finally, 
the Federal Reserve should not assume that full interoperability of two real-time payments systems will 
be easy or possible. Full interoperability requires (1) payment messa e interoperability, (2) simultaneous 
real-time final clearin  and settlement, and (3) interoperability of a rich two-way value-added messa e set 
(e. ., payment acknowled ment, request for payment, remittance advice).

The Federal Reserve has been a catalyst in movin  the industry towards faster payments, but the 
objectives of establishin  a separate RTP rail are unclear at this point. Also unclear is how these new 
rails will be funded, as ~20 lar e banks are already invested in TCH's RTP rails. Moreover, if the Federal 
Reserve decides to  o ahead and build its own RTP rails,  iven the time it may take to brin  such an 
initiative to fruition, it is possible that most of the smaller banks would have already built connectivity to 
TCH's rails and would then have to build new connectivity to the Federal Reserve's rails.

The Council recommends that the Federal Reserve work with TCH to address the concerns of the 
smaller/community banks under a scenario in which the TCH-run RTP system is the sole utility provider. 
Some of these concerns include: fair access and pricin ; third-party service providers' willin ness to 
prioritize this initiative and TCH undertakin s around ownership, future innovation, and



resiliency/redundancy. The  eneral view is that if these matters can be resolved, there will be broader 
acceptance of the TCH as sole provider.

The idea of a Federal Reserve RTP platform has been considered for several years. The Council 
encoura es the Federal Reserve to si nal to the market what it intends to do as quickly as possible, 
re ardless of the direction it chooses to pursue. A drawn-out decision on and announcement of the 
Federal Reserve's plans could potentially delay market adoption of faster payments.

There was consistent a reement amon  all banks on the Council about the Federal Reserve's second 
question: offerin  a liquidity mana ement tool. The Federal Reserve has an important role to play in the 
move to real-time payments by enablin  24/7 Fedwire Funds services for bank-to-bank transfers as a 
liquidity mana ement tool. This will help expedite adoption of real-time payments and minimize 
liquidity/risk challen es for banks participatin  in faster payments.

Item 4: LIBOR Transition
U.S. financial institutions are in the process of transitioning from LIBOR to SOFR (I) What
challenges does this transition pose? (II) How can these challenges best be overcome?

Background Facts
• Banks will no lon er be compelled to submit LIBOR rates post 2021. Currently, LIBOR is deeply 

embedded in banks' infrastructure and underpins more than $200 trillion of USD LIBOR contracts 
across a variety of products, the majority of these linked to derivatives. It is estimated that $36.6 
trillion ($34 trillion over-the-counter derivatives; $2.6 trillion debt) will still be outstandin  after the 
end of 2021. This number continues to  row as new contracts continue to reference LIBOR.

• Numerous workin  and sub-workin   roups have been set up and have selected alternative risk-free 
reference rates to replace LIBOR across each jurisdiction. Amon  these  roups, the Alternative 
Reference Rates Committee (ARRC) has selected the Secured Overni ht Financin  Rate (SOFR) to 
be the USD LIBOR replacement. SOFR is an overni ht, secured rate with no term structure in 
place. To date, $25 billion of SOFR debt has been issued, and $1.3 trillion notional of SOFR futures 
have been traded. Durin  the first week of tradin  (October 9), $200 million swap notional was 
cleared throu h the Chica o Mercantile Exchan e; year to date, a total of $5 billion SOFR swaps 
have traded.

What chall ng s do s this transition pos ?
The industry perspectives on LIBOR transition challen es span six key areas, as summarized here and 
further addressed in Section II.

(a) Economic
Meetin  the 2021 deadline is challen in , as exposure to LIBOR continues to  row, and more time mi ht 
be needed to prevent systemic risk. Uncertainty about the timin  of SOFR markets becomin  liquid and 
the different nature of the two rates present banks with various challen es. SOFR does not include a 
credit component, which may require spread adjustment and could pose valuation challen es — raisin  
Council concerns as to SOFR's ability to become a true LIBOR replacement. On the timin  of the 
transition, a move to the new rate mi ht cause value transfer as well as create valuation, hed e 
accountin , and other accountin -rule complications that could impact bank financials.

(b) Conduct and Reputational
Financial institutions will need to be aware of the conduct and reputational risks that could arise. They 
will need to avoid the perception that they have benefited,  iven their approach to the transition. Firms 
may find it challen in  to mana e the risk of LIBOR discontinuation while continuin  to market LIBOR 
products. Institutions will need to ensure that they are sufficiently prepared to en a e a different and 
diverse customer base and be able to communicate the impact. This will only be achieved by ensurin  
any lack of LIBOR understandin  is addressed internally and externally.



(c) Legal
Current fallback lan ua e across all product types does not account for a permanent discontinuation of
LIBOR. The bi  challen e from a le al perspective is to produce a set of fallbacks that will ensure a
transparent and smooth transition. Difficulties exist for establishin  common lan ua e and tri  ers
across different product types and different jurisdictions. Where fallback provisions in existin  contracts 
are inadequate, there is a risk of contract frustration. Furthermore, overreliance on industry initiatives 
mi ht lead to a wait-and-see approach and thus an inconsistent adoption of fallbacks.

(d) Operational
The complexity of LIBOR-referencin  contracts could prove to be challen in  for some product types,
hinderin  future re-paperin  efforts. The infrastructure intricacy and the extent of LIBOR within banks' 
systems, applications, and models means that scopin  LIBOR will become a challen in  task. 
Furthermore, banks will need to become operationally ready, as they are not yet prepared to use the new 
rates, and any delays mi ht hinder the transition, impactin  customers and markets.
(e) Regulatory
The lack of a unified approach by re ulators across the LIBOR jurisdictions can ne atively impact the
transition. LIBOR discontinuation is not mandated (no re ulatory or le islative enforcement) and this too 
may lead to insufficient and limited industry action. Any unknown re ulatory requirements and future 
constraints mi ht cause timin  challen es to completin  the transition.
(f) Strategic

Institutions will be faced with difficulty identifyin  what a successful LIBOR transition should look like, 
and deliverin  on it, and perfectin  the timin  to launch new SOFR-based products. Finally, firms will 
need to deal with market uncertainty around depth of liquidity, term structures, market infrastructure, and 
the future fate of LIBOR.

How can th s  chall ng s b st b  ov rcom ?

General Outlook and Recommendation

• Desi nin  the transition pro ram should include buildin  a complete LIBOR impact assessment, 
exhaustively identifyin  the risks, layin  out a detailed action plan, and developin  a proper 
 overnance structure. Industry-wide participation will be important, as solutions will need to be 
transparent, consistent, and applied across the industry. Institutions will need to be aware of market 
events, continuously monitor the extent of SOFR developments, and be prepared for contin encies.

• Financial institutions should look to proactively mana e their exposure throu h:
o Writin  new transactions referencin  SOFR. 
o Restructurin  LIBOR-referencin  transactions where possible to reduce exposure. 
o Adoptin  fallbacks when they become available, prioritizin  contracts maturin  post 2021.

(a) Economic
Mana in  LIBOR exposures will require coordinatin  a cross-functional response to develop a process
for identifyin , monitorin , and reducin  LIBOR exposures. Miti atin  the SOFR-LIBOR disconnect
will require industry en a ement and dialo ue to address the uncertainty and challen es in buildin  a
robust spread methodolo y. Market participants will need to implement an action plan to increase buy-
side demand for SOFR-linked products.
(b) Conduct and Reputational
Market participants will need to consider outlinin  detailed client-outreach strate ies and plans,
deliverin  an initial communication and periodic updates, and ensurin  that customers understand the
risks or outcomes they mi ht face. Disclosures will need to be clear, fair, and not misleadin . Settin  up



and definin  internal communications will require implementin  an internal trainin  strate y to equip 
client-facin  employees with the knowled e required to answer client queries.
(c) Legal

Institutions will need to perform customer analysis for early identification of any clients for whom 
standard fallback lan ua e would not be adequate and/or acceptable. This analysis will feed into 
communication/outreach exercises and ne otiation efforts with these customers, where appropriate.
These plans will need to be altered for and adapted to industry developments throu hout the transition. 
Uniform fallback lan ua e will mean that standardized lan ua e needs to be decided on in order to 
account for a wide ran e of LIBOR products.
(d) Operational
Reviewin  the operatin  model and identifyin  likely chan es to it will be key to assessin  transition 
costs. This will require collection of system and process requirements and identification of broader 
impacts, such as mar in requirements, specific system (settlements, collateral, trade systems, etc.) 
updates, and amendments. Furthermore, the back-book portfolio will require a detailed scopin  exercise 
to size the operational impacts.
(e) Regulatory
Institutions will need to be prepared and ready, which will require set-up of centralized teams to provide 
horizon scannin  for any re ulation that may impact the LIBOR transition and to coordinate responses to 
re ulators. This also will involve active en a ement with re ulators to minimize the occurrence and/or 
the impact of unexpected and unwanted re ulatory results/interpretations.
(f) Strategic

Strate ic considerations will depend on timely decisions by the ARRC on term structure methodolo ies 
and market participation in liquidity buildin . Institutions should consider conductin  scenario analyses 
to prepare for the LIBOR transition and plan accordin ly. Strate ies for new SOFR products will need to 
be defined, includin  a first wave of priority SOFR products.

Item 5: Bank Deposits
How does the Council view the current dynamics of competition in the retail deposit
market? What factors are most important?
How do s th  Council vi w th  curr nt dynamics of comp tition in th  r tail d posit mark t?
• Council members confirm that competition for retail deposits has hei htened. The competitive 

landscape has also  rown si nificantly, as evidenced by the  rowth of di ital/internet banks (both 
standalone and as part of “traditional” banks) and an increasin  number of competin  investment 
opportunities promotin  enhanced yield opportunities for depositors/investors.

• Deposit costs have also been risin , reflectin  the increasin  interest rate environment, alon  with 
the above demand factors. After seven Federal Reserve rate hikes over the last two years, the 
“standard deposit rates” that banks would once have reverted to after a deposit promotion expired 
now often stay lar ely unchan ed.

• Council members have observed that some lar e banks are movin  past re ional pricin  and are 
extendin  “personalized” offers (i.e., different from published rates) for certain clients.

• Some banks are also makin  hi her rates available to clients that have the deepest relationships with 
the bank (e. ., active checkin  accounts, a minimum amount of balances, direct deposit, number of 
transactions) or that have the hi hest potential for increasin  their relationships.

• Many di ital banks are offerin  rates with no strin s attached. It's estimated that di ital bank 
deposits have been  rowin  at over 8% per annum over the last seven years, double the rate of 
deposits for the total industry. Consumers can access the top-of-market rates with a click of the



button - e. ., current rates of 2.5% - 2.7% for one-year CDs, with small or nil minimum deposit 
requirements.

• Council members also hi hli ht differences in the nature of the deposit competition, dependin  on a 
bank's size. Community and smaller re ional banks report that deposit  rowth and pricin  are 
challen in , as these banks are more often tied to a particular  eo raphic re ion. But with pricin  
competition comin  from lar er banks, di ital banks, and credit unions, community and smaller 
re ional banks see themselves as lar ely price-takers. They are often more reliant on communities 
where deposits are leavin  due to population mi ration and  enerational wealth transfers.

• The lar er banks, also dealin  with price competition, have been competin  on broader capabilities, 
includin  developin  di ital capabilities and a wider or national footprint and offerin  a  reater 
ran e of deposit products. But this strate y entails the continued need for investin  in, and bein  
able to offer, innovative di ital capabilities, as well as havin  a physical network able to mana e 
cost-overlay risks.

• Deposit composition varies amon  banks. Community and smaller re ional banks operate at hi her 
loan: deposit ratios and have seen this ratio rise over the last two years (typically from 85-90% to 90
95%). They are also more reliant than the lar er banks on CDs (20-25% of deposits), and costlier 
CD usa e is increasin . The lar est banks typically operate at much lower loan:deposit ratios (60
70%) and, with their more diverse fundin  mix, are less reliant on CDs (5-10% of deposits).

• Lar er banks continue to  ain deposit market share from smaller banks. For example, banks under 
$10 billion in assets have seen a reduction in their deposit market share from 20.7% to 17.3% over 
the last five years.

What factors ar  most important?
• The increasin  deposit costs and the investments in di ital bankin , technolo y, and enhancin  

customer service have been helped by some tail-winds, such as operatin -cost reductions (efficiency 
ratios have reduced from 64% to 55% over last five years), low “point-in-time” credit costs, and 
reductions in the corporate tax rate. However, credit costs are expected to rise throu h the next 
phase of the economic cycle, and banks' costs are unlikely to keep decreasin , particularly with the 
need to invest in talent, branch rationalization, di ital delivery, IT infrastructure, and compliance.

• The LCR (liquidity covera e ratio) requirement for the lar est banks has driven further deposit 
demand, with the re ulatory incentive for these banks to fund themselves with more retail deposits.

• Loan pricin /repricin  is movin  relatively slowly, as reflected in the stron  competition for loans in 
a low loan- rowth environment (+4.0%  rowth over the 12 months endin  September 30, 2018) and 
the relatively flat yield curve. Loan pricin  currently often appears more reflective of the beni n 
part of the economic cycle, as opposed to reflectin  lon er-term “throu h-the-cycle” credit costs.

• Maintainin  net interest mar ins will become more challen in . In Q3, deposit betas increased 
faster than loan betas. Over the last two years, loan yields have increased by 70 basis points, but 
risk-free two- and five-year Treasury bond rates have increased by 200 basis points and 170 basis 
points, respectively - so the real mar in banks received to cover their credit and liquidity risks has 
decreased. This su  ests some si nificant loan-yield increases need to occur to ensure that 
risk/liquidity and profitability mar ins remain appropriate.

• Deposit betas are expected to continue to rise as consumers increasin ly demand hi her rates in an 
environment characterized by increasin  interest rates, the ease of movin  funds to competitors 
offerin  hi her rates (particularly usin  di ital capabilities), and many competin  investment 
opportunities.

• For community and re ional banks, deposit raisin  throu h branch networks is under increasin  
competition from di ital and lar er banks offerin  a ran e of products and innovative technolo y.

• For all banks, the challen es of a relatively flat yield curve, the expected continuation of rate 
increases, a lowerin  in deposit “stickiness,” and competin  nonbank investment products will 
provide continued challen es for retail deposits. Banks must also keep an eye on ensurin  that loan 
pricin  reflects adequate returns for both credit and liquidity costs.



• In summary, the key factors of retail deposit competition are increasin  di ital competition, the 
risin  interest rate environment, deposit betas that are be innin  to increase faster than loan betas, 
deposit mobility allowin  customers to chase better rates,  rowin  loan:deposit ratios (particularly at 
smaller banks), lar er banks'  ains in market share (by offerin  customers access to broader
networks, and more di ital products), LCR requirements addin  to retail-deposit demand, alternative 
investment opportunities, and finally, appropriate returns for loans in a risin -rate, low loan- rowth 
environment.

Item 6: Diversity and Inclusion
In the Council's view, what role should regulators play in diversity and inclusion
efforts? Does the Council have any suggestions about how regulators should think about 
diversity and inclusion in the financial services industry? In the Council's view, how do 
financial institutions think about data gathering with respect to diversity and inclusion, 
including compliance with section 342 of the Dodd-Frank Act? What are some of the 
challenges to increasing diversity and inclusion in the financial services industry, with 
respect to (a) employees, (b) suppliers, and (c) those served by the industry? What is the 
impact of a lack of diversity within the financial services industry? What successful 
initiatives or practices have Council members observed either in their own institution or in 
other institutions in Council members' Districts to achieve these objectives?
Council members believe that a clear and defined focus on diversity and inclusion is appropriate for the 
financial services industry as a matter of basic fairness, as well as to ensure that companies (1) reflect the 
customers and communities they serve and (2) can attract and retain the best talent. Council members 
note that diversity on boards of directors continues to improve, settin  the tone from the top. Banks have 
been leaders in board diversity for many years.

Each or anization determines appropriate metrics when it comes to diversity and inclusion. Council 
members believe that re ulators should facilitate dialo ue amon  or anizations to encoura e the sharin  
of best practices related to hirin  and retainin  diverse talent. By enablin  an open exchan e of ideas and 
successes, re ulators can ensure that diversity and inclusion remains a focus for all companies and that 
the financial services industry remains at the forefront of diversity efforts.
Greater collaboration amon  re ulators and financial services companies, with consideration for each 
firm's unique needs and business model, can help improve diversity and inclusion, leadin  to a  reater 
ability to serve surroundin  communities.

Data and analytics are critical to mana in  all aspects of business, includin  pro ress on diversity and 
inclusion for key areas, includin  representation, hirin , promotion and retention, culture, inclusion, and 
employee experience. Council members shared that they use data, includin  but not limited to the types 
of data points described in the standards issued by re ulators in connection with section 342, to analyze 
where efforts focused on drivin  diversity and inclusion are workin , areas or functions in which more 
work needs to be done, and where new pro rams or additional investments may be needed.

For potential employees, there is hi h demand across the industry for diverse hi h-performin  talent and 
fierce competition to attract and retain these valuable candidates. This is particularly true for senior and 
revenue- eneratin  roles. There is focus by Council members on attractin  senior level talent, improvin 
the pipeline of diverse candidates, creatin  pro rams to develop the next  eneration of leaders,
and drivin  a culture where employees feel they can brin  their entire identity to work.

For suppliers, supplier-diversity pro rams have helped companies make si nificant strides. The move 
toward consolidation of products and services consumption to lar er-scale enterprises can inadvertently 
disadvanta e minority-owned small businesses. Identifyin  new suppliers that can meet the scale and 
capabilities needs of financial institutions is a challen e. In addition, re ulatory requirements for third 
parties in financial services can represent a si nificant barrier to entry for business enterprises in  eneral,



hi hli htin  both the need for continued partnership in ensurin  that diverse suppliers have access to 
capital and for specialist knowled e of the re ulatory environment.

Council members have instituted a ran e of pro rams, initiatives, and practices to help achieve objectives 
related to diversity and inclusion. Across all of these efforts, sponsorship by leaders and accountability 
are paramount. Also essential is effective communication of the company's  oals, opportunities, and 
successes, so that all employees can live these important values. Pro rams at Council members' 
institutions (and in the industry more broadly) include stron  recruitin  pro rams for diverse students at 
colle es and in MBA pro rams, trainin  and development pro rams (includin  mentorships), and stron  
retention pro rams for diverse employees.
Employee resource/affinity groups provide excellent opportunities for employees of similar 
back rounds to connect, alon  with their allies and advocates. These  roups are open to all employees 
and are employee driven, but they have a formal structure and central operational support (i.e., throu h 
Human Resources). Members of these  roups are encoura ed to be hi hly active in their communities and 
assist with recruitin  efforts; in addition, members are seen as strate ic partners to help businesses reach 
diverse audiences. Council members note that the bankin  industry has helped lead industries of all types 
to broaden their definitions of diversity to include areas beyond  ender and ethnicity.
Forums that encourage open dialogue help  ather employees to discuss issues important to them.
These conversations allow employees to explore and discuss differences in their experiences and 
perspectives, creatin  opportunities for more understandin  and inclusion. Council members have 
instituted  uidin  principles and best practices for these conversations to ensure that employees can 
en a e in a space where they are supported and have access to appropriate resources.
Applying diversity metrics and measurements helps ensure pro rams, resources, and networks reflect 
the communities in which institutions operate. In addition to the data-driven work outlined above, “Self 
ID” pro rams that help  ather diversity data are increasin ly common. Such pro rams are helpin  
companies reinforce a commitment to diversity and inclusion while implementin  talent mana ement and 
development pro rams, as well as benefits.

Item 7: Employment and Inflation Dynamics
What are the labor market conditions in Council members' Districts? What strategies are 
employers using to hire and retain good employees? Are employee wages rising, and if so, 
how fast? Does the Council see any evidence that price inflation is picking up?
All Council members report extremely ti ht labor markets. Low unemployment has contributed to ti hter 
labor markets across all sectors and re ions. As a result, the labor market is intensely competitive for 
hi h-quality employees; however, some slack remains, possibly due to the quality of labor. Results from 
the latest National Federation for Independent Business (NFIB) survey on labor markets indicated that the 
“quality of labor is the bi  est problem” and remained at a record hi h, si nificantly outstrippin  “labor 
demand” as a primary concern.

Or anizations are implementin  a ran e of solutions across the spectrum of the employment life cycle to 
hire and retain  ood employees. For example, the use of technolo y and data analytics is quickly 
advancin  and is already havin  a si nificant influence on lar er companies' talent strate ies. Beyond 
technolo y, many employers are establishin  a culture of recruitment throu hout the or anization, with a 
focus on drivin  an excellent experience for external and internal candidates. Employers are also 
increasin  their focus on diversity and inclusion practices. A recent Deloitte study has shown that 
potential employees are increasin ly seekin  out or anizations that ali n with their values - so much so 
that they would take nearly $7,000 less in annual salary to work for the ri ht or anization.

Specific strate ies employers are usin  to attract and retain quality employees include:
• Creatin  flexible work-from-home opportunities



• Relaxin  dress codes 
• Allowin  pets at work
• Redesi nin  benefit packa es to provide cuttin -ed e parental and care iver leave policies 
• Student loan reduction/assistance packa es 
• Tuition assistance

Many communities are keen to help, workin  dili ently with employers on becomin  more inclusive as a 
way to attract diverse talent, as many employees choose where they want to live before they be in a job 
search.

Some Council members are reportin  the use of hirin  bonuses to attract potential employees rather than
the use of more-persistent increases in wa e levels. This practice is particularly prevalent in technolo y, 
manufacturin , and skilled trades. Council members are all reportin  increases in their minimum wa e, 
ran in  from $14.00 - $25.00 per hour, dependin  on  eo raphy.

Overall U.S. wa e  rowth has been pushed to just over 3%. Future expansions will involve automation
and technolo y to reduce (or shift) labor needs to fewer, hi her-skilled workers. In addition to wa e
increases, companies have expanded their benefits packa es and amenities to attract and retain talent.
Companies are also workin  with hi h schools, community colle es, and universities to increase the
quantity and quality of job candidates, particularly for jobs related to technolo y, manufacturin , and
skilled trades.
It should be noted that, despite stron  employment and the expectation that hi her inflation will follow,
jobs and wa es are coincident indicators at best, and are more often la  in , not leadin , indicators.
Markets reprice profit expectations first, and firms follow with actions to sustain profits. As a result,
labor does not lead but rather lags profits.

Global competition and advances in technolo y are drivin  down real output prices. Firms normally
increase capital spendin , which should result in both productivity and real wa e  rowth. Yet this chain
of events has been slow to materialize. The NFIB reports that the “percentage of firms planning to hire” 
is runnin  at 24%, which is much hi her than the peak of around 17% durin  the prior expansion. This 
contrasts with the NFIB “percentage (of firms) planning capital expenditures” at only 31%, which is
rou hly in line with the 32%-34% ran e at the peak of the last recovery. This situation indicates that
firms are reluctant to increase capital spendin  despite ti ht labor conditions, which indicates residual
labor slack, albeit with si nificant labor quality problems.

Current economic projections call for moderatin  GDP  rowth, which should moderate inflation
pressures. Aside from a decline in petroleum prices affectin  CPI inflation broadly, there may be some
conta ion from the slowdown in the rest of the world that reduces inflation pressure. For example, the
Global Manufacturin  PMI fell to 52.1 in October, well below its early-2018 peak above 54. The
percenta e of countries with PMIs above the 50 boom/bust line also fell to 74% in October, down from its 
2018 hi h of 95%. On the fiscal-policy front, prospects for additional U.S. fiscal stimulus look bleak for 
the U.S. as a whole, unless bipartisan political a reement can be reached.

At this point, it is not clear whether  rowth will slow sufficiently for the Federal Reserve's Federal Open 
Market Committee to deviate from its rate-hike pace of 25 basis points per quarter. With the market only 
priced for 63 basis points of rate hikes durin  the next year, investors appear to expect a pause in the pace 
or timin  of rate increases.

Item 8:  onetary Policy
How would the Council assess the current stance of monetary policy? Does the Council
foresee any impact or significant disruptions to the financial system if interest rates 
continue to rise?

The Council believes that the economy is at a different point in the cycle than it has been for the past
several quarters, and as a result, monetary policy decisions are very delicate.



Current data clearly indicate that economic  rowth and employment are solid and that inflation is under 
control and near the desired Federal Reserve tar et. Short-term interest rates now approximate core 
inflation indicators and are seemin ly neutral to either acceleratin  economic  rowth or contraction. 
However, monetary policy (which until recently has been accommodative), fiscal policy (which has been 
hi hly stimulative in the last year), and other exo enous factors (which continue to vacillate), all take 
time to work throu h the economic system into the current data.
As a result, the Council believes the Federal Reserve's recent policy statement is prudent and 
appropriate — that is, interest rates are both “historically low” and “just below the broad ran e of 
estimates of the level that would be neutral for the economy — that is, neither speedin  up nor slowin  
down  rowth.” The Federal Reserve not only has the latitude to increase rates  radually into a 
stren thenin  economy, but it also has the flexibility to pause on future rate increases and modify balance 
sheet runoff if data indicate an economic slowdown.
As always, the Council a rees that any contemplated actions should be data dependent, based on a broad 
ran e of both la  in  and leadin  indicators. Caution is especially important at this time,  iven 
increasin  uncertainty re ardin  the speed and stren th of economic  rowth, as reflected in recent 
financial market volatility.
The Council continues to believe that the current tar et for the federal funds rate, alon  with further 
increases into a stren thenin  economy, and a methodical unwind of the Federal Reserve's crisis-level 
balance sheet, when taken to ether, will not si nificantly disrupt the financial system. The vast majority 
of borrowers, both consumers and businesses, are confident, in  ood financial condition, and can handle 
 radual rate increases in a stren thenin  economy — that is, makin  payments on their existin  debt, 
while also spendin  and investin  to support continued  rowth. There are some risks on the ed es of the 
financial system to risin  interest rates (e. ., levera ed lendin  by mostly nonbanks and marketplace 
lendin  to mar inal borrowers). Nonetheless, the overall financial system is stron  and has historically 
robust risk mana ement, capital, capital  eneration, and liquidity to absorb even lar e dislocations — 
continuin  to maintain safety and soundness, to lend, and to facilitate healthy economic activity.

12:00 pm - Luncheon for Council and Board members in the Board Room
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